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Moooi Gravity LED Chandelier

SOURCE: https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/moooi-gravity-led-chandelier/21625

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Paul Cocksedge

Gravity LED Chandelier Light by
Moooi

Designed by Paul Cocksedge, the Gravity chandelier is an
exclusive light made for Moooi. The Gravity light renovates the
traditional chandelier by introducing a new material that creates a
beautiful arch. The cables are flexible which allows the ropes to
hang, creating a classic silhouette whilst also allowing for
movement, so you can choose where each branch sits. This
makes the Gravity chandelier lamp a truly versatile, innovative
and contemporary light.

This lamp is available in 2 versions the Gravity 5, which has 5
light sources, and the Gravity 7, which has 7 light sources. Each
lampshade is made from beautiful facetted glass which creates a
warming and inviting glow, as the LED source that sits inside
twinkles through. The Gravity LED chandelier is a modern
masterpiece which can be enjoyed in many settings and will
certainly draw the eye in any space.

Please note The Moooi Gravity LED Chandelier Light is
compatible with the Moooi wireless dimming switch which is
available to purchase separately and enables you to dim your
Moooi suspension fitting without the need for additional wiring.
The Wireless switch comes with a dimmable module that is fitted
inside the ceiling canopy of your light. You can then use the
switch to dim your Moooi Gravity LED Chandelier to the perfect
lumens output. Please contact us for further information and
prices.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/moooi-gravity-led-chandelier/21625
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/contact_us


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

Gravity 5 - 18W, 2614K, 1025 Lumens
Gravity 7 - 25W, 2514K, 1434 Lumens

Dimming: Dimmable via Dali/push to make/switch dimming
systems.
Please consult your electrician, additional wiring
may be required on site.

Dimensions: Ø127cm
Drop: 90cm
Ceiling Canopy: Ø19cm
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